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PUBLIC HEARINGS 

Old Business 

None 

 

New Business 

None 

 

SITE PLANS 

Old Business 

1. Applicant: 4320 West Ridge Road, LLC 

 Location: 4320 West Ridge Road 

 Mon. Co. Tax No.: 073.01-1-3, 073.01-1-4, 073.01-1-5, 073.01-1-6, 073.01-1-7, 

073.01-1-21, 073.01-2-63, 073.01-2-64.111, 073.01-2-64.12, 

073.01-2-68.1 (part) 

 Request: Site plan approval for Phase I of the Hampton Ridge Center 

commercial development, consisting of a proposed retail building 

(one story; 156,159± square feet) and a gasoline dispensing 

station (1481± square feet), with related parking, utilities, 

grading and landscaping on approximately 59.756 acres 

 Zoning District: BG (General Business) 

 

 

The following is a synopsis of the discussion pertaining to the above-referenced 

request. 

 Paul Colucci, DeMarco Group, presented the application.   

Mr. Fisher: The reason we are entertaining this application is to give us an opportunity find 

out what’s going on and give us an update. 

Mr. Colucci: Thank you for this opportunity, I have had conversations over the last couple of 

months, with Mr. Copey, Mr. Caterino and the Supervisor’s office, explaining to them that we 

remain in possession of a letter of intent with an anchor tenant that is describe in this 

application.    Unfortunately we have gotten there internal approval over the last several 

years, we have been trying to get them to approve internally.   It probably not shock that 

retail is not an easy commodity o bring to market, a two year deal is not uncommon.   Getting 

national retailer to invest their program in Monroe County, in New York, is challenging.   New 

York is not the most business friendly environment.   These national retails have a limited 

amount of deal they will do in a year.   This particular retailor is limited to six new stores per 

year.   They want best use of that capitol.   None the less we are holding on with both hands, 

we continue to go down there and speak and meet with them, we maintain their interest, 

they have not said no. They have not cancelled their Letter of Intent with us, they are in a 

position on whether to vacate or do our deal. That concerns us, we want them to continue to 

invest, and we want to promote economic development.     Their potential deal is paramount 

to us to be able to develop the rest of Hampton Ridge. We have not taken our eyes off Greece 

and Hampton Ridge, Kohl’s is doing well, and we have re-tenanted the bank building and have 
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plans to tenant the first floor of the office building.   It’s not for lack of trying, we’re respectfully 

requesting a continuation of six months on the current application.    We’re in constant dialog 

with them, they are going to have to make a decision very soon, the reason is there an 

expiration on their current lease and if they are going to relocate we’re within six months of 

that time where they have to make a decision.  I wish there was better news, we have a 

heavy financial interest in the land that we own there and we need to bring it to market and 

will continue to do our best to make that happen.  

Mr. Caterino: No comments from staff, if we do agree to six months, and if the applicant does 

come before the board we would re-notify neighbors on the event that the application moves 

forward. If not, the applicant will give an update on where things stand.    

Mr. Selke: What about the historic house on site, will you be keeping it up.  

Mr. Colucci:  We maintain the property, we take the position that it will be part of the 

redevelopment plan, on numerous occasions we have removed graffiti, and the very next day, 

someone would tag it again.    We have not remove what’s there now and no more has 

appeared. We have had calls with interest in relocating that facility, don’t have all the details, 

but if something were to happen we would contact the Town.   

Mr. Selke: Do you have cameras.  

Mr. Colucci: We do not and do the best we can to maintain it. We have some fake at other 

properties but they are so quick, even if you get the license place, it’s usually stolen.  

Mr. What did propose last time we were here with the building.  

Ms. Betters: We were trying to incorporate into the new development.  

Mr. Geisler: Keeping the trees away and eye on it is the best you can do.   

 

Ms. Burke made a motion, seconded by Mr. Geisler, to continue the application to 

the September 18, 2019, meeting, as requested by the applicant. 

 

VOTE:  Antelli  Yes   Burke  Yes 

  Geisler  Yes   Slocum Yes 

  Selke   Yes   Sofia  Yes 

  Fisher   Yes 

 

MOTION CARRIED 

APPLICATION CONTINUED TO 

SEPTEMBER 18, 2019, MEETING 

_________________________________________________________________ 
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2. Applicant: 135 Canal Landing, LLC  

 Location: 135 Canal Landing Boulevard  

 Mon. Co. Tax No.: 089.03-4-24.3 

 Request: Site plan approval for a proposed office building (one story; 

7,250± square feet), with related parking, utilities, grading, and 

landscaping on approximately 4 acres 

 Zoning District: BG (General Business) 

 

 

The following is a synopsis of the discussion pertaining to the above-referenced 

request. 

Garth Winterkorn, Costich Engineers; Larry Marowski, Cornerstone Eye Associates; and Dr. 

Omar E. Hanuch, MD, Owner, Cornerstone Eye Associates, presented the application. 

Mr. Marowski:  Since the last meeting we have had some issue with the road, we have met 

with staff and have come up with a new design.  I do have some samples of building materials 

as well.  

Mr. Winterkorn:  There were comments from staff, as well as from the Traffic Advisory 

Committee, I believe we came up with a consensus on how to deal with some of the issues. 

I have a revised site plan shown here, there was a concern with the safety of vehicles exiting 

the site and making a left turn.  The solution is that we came up with some traffic calming, 

we are proposing stripping west bound to create a safe left turn land in and have a much 

wider area or “safety pocket”.   At the last meeting we agree to eliminate the second median 

break, so right now traffic, for the most part, will be coming east bound and we show a right 

in only.   Previously we had a larger pavement area, with a separate area to drop off patients, 

we have since combined them to a more conventional layout and eliminated parking in this 

area to make it safer.    The dumpster was pushed back a bit and will be more convenient 

access.    The driveway was pushed over to the east and reduced the parking, we did bank 

some if needed.   It allowed us to move the storm water pond to Canal Landing, this will leave 

the area more natural and provide a nice view for waiting patients.    

Mr. Caterino:  Since the last meeting we did meet with the Traffic Advisory Committee and 

they had some comments regarding the access and future driveways of this portion of Canal 

Landing Boulevard.   As a result of that discussion, is the revised site plan in front of us.   

Traffic Advisory Committee did review and are satisfied with the revisions.   No comments 

from our Fire Marshal, also they are land banking parking, so in the future we have a condition 

that they would need administrative approval from the Town if they were to covert that green 

space.  

Mr. Gautier:  The revised plans addressed concerns that the TAC had with that we are all the 

major issues are taken care of, we have some details to work out but don’t anticipate any 

issues.  

Mr. Geisler: On the egress is it two lanes? On the south is that a parking area? 

Mr. Winterkorn:   One way in and one out, that is not parking it is for the dumpster.  

Mr. Fisher: There is a possibility of banked parking there.  

Mr. Winterkorn: Correct.  

Mr. Geisler: Is it low where the water management is? How many parking spaces are needed? 
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Mr. Winterkorn: Today it goes to the neighbor, we are going to intercept that, and the 

neighbor should see an improvement.  

Mr. Caterino: By code they would need 39 or 40, what is proposed is 45 including the land 

bank.  

Mr. Selke: The storm water area, is that detention or retention? Is if very deep.  

Mr. Winterkorn: It’s a wet pond, it will always water from storage, and it is not very deep.  

Mr. Selke: I think the four parking spot is enough for handicapped, will you have a stop sign 

at the exit, I would like to see one there in addition to the stop bar.   If you enter from the 

east, and pass the parking lot, they will head to the dumpster or bump the cars coming out.    

Mr. Fisher: You have to make it clear with signage, that in order to get to the drop off you 

have make an immediate right. When you get to the other end you have to be clear that it’s 

a one way and you have to make a left.  Folks will be unfamiliar with the site.  

Mr. Sofia: Why have one way in and one way out? No matter how much signage you put up 

I don’t know if folks will follow the signs.  

Mr. Winterkorn: Majority will be heading east, so one way in and one way out, we only have 

one median break, so folks coming from the east will have a safe access to the drop off.  We 

did not want to force folks to make a U-Turn on Canal Landing.  

Mr. Marowski: We show a wall that goes from the outside all the way down into the inside.  

We have not decided which sample but would like to have a bit more color.  We will be using 

varying textures in the earth tone color.  

Dr. Haunch: We want to connect nature with the inside, this a stressful time and want them 

to feel peaceful, that is why we love this piece of property.  We are using a lot of glass and a 

want to keep most of the trees.  We are privilege to have this piece of property.  

Mr. Fisher: It’s quite a contrast to what standard commercial building.   Many color and 

textures and the amount of glass used can enjoy the scenery and from outside you can enjoy 

the texture.  

Mr. Geisler: Very nice building, I’m impressed with the use of stone, very attractive.  

Mr. Haunch: We are inspired by the piece of land, I think it will be a good experience.  

Mr. Selke: Since you have not decided on a particular color, you will have to work with staff 

on the choices.   

Mr. Fisher: I think you have a family of colors and you have identified that.  

Ms. Betters: What is on the top of the building, is that the HVAC? Can you identify the sides?  

Mr. Haunch:  That is the HVAC unit.   

Mr. Fisher: The requirement is to have the units shielded from public view.  

 

 

Mr. Selke made the following motion, seconded by Mr. Antelli: 

 WHEREAS, 135 Canal Landing, LLC (the “Applicant”) has submitted a proposal to the 

Town of Greece (the “Town”) Planning Board (the “Planning Board”) for re-approval of a site 

plan, as more fully described in the minutes of this public meeting (the “Proposal”), relative 

to property located at 135 Canal Landing Boulevard  (the “Premises”); and 
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 WHEREAS, having considered carefully all relevant documentary, testimonial and other 

evidence submitted, the Planning Board makes the following findings: 

1.       Upon review of the Proposal, the Planning Board determined that the Proposal is 

subject to the State Environmental Quality Review Act (New York State Environmental 

Conservation Law, Article 8) and its implementing regulations (6 NYCRR Part 617, the 

“SEQRA Regulations”) (collectively, “SEQRA”), and that the development of Canal 

Ponds was classified as a Unlisted action. 

2.     In accordance with SEQRA, the Town Board (the “Town Board”) of the Town was 

designated as, and continues to be, the lead agency for the environmental review of 

the development of Canal Ponds. 

3.       The Town Board fully considered the alternatives, impacts, and mitigation measures 

that were identified in the Final Generic Environmental Impact Statement (the 

“FGEIS”) that was prepared for Canal Ponds when the overall developers of the site, 

Pioneer Development Company, LLC, and Torrey Pines Realty Company, Inc., 

requested that portions of the Canal Ponds site be rezoned from an IG (General 

Industrial) Zoning District to BP (Professional Office), BR (Restricted Business), and 

BG (General Business) Zoning Districts (the “1991 Canal Ponds Rezoning”). 

4.       On May 7, 1991, in accordance with SEQRA, the Town Board issued a Findings 

Statement (the “1991 SEQRA Findings Statement”), and then passed a resolution to 

approve the 1991 Canal Ponds Rezoning (the “1991 Canal Ponds Rezoning Approval”).  

In the 1991 SEQRA Findings Statement, the Town Board concluded that, in summary, 

the development of Canal Ponds would not have a significant adverse impact on the 

environment.  The findings of the 1991 SEQRA Findings Statement are incorporated 

herein by reference as if fully set forth, as findings of the Planning Board in its decision 

on the Proposal. 

5.     The Planning Board has carefully considered environmental information that was 

prepared by the Applicant’s representatives or the Town’s staff, which included but 

was not limited to:  a written description of the Proposal; conceptual site plans; aerial 

photographs; Part 1 of an Environmental Assessment Form (the “EAF”); and 

supplemental information about the Proposal (collectively, the “Environmental 

Analysis”). 

6.    The Planning Board also has included in the Environmental Analysis and has carefully 

considered additional information that was submitted by the Applicant’s 

representatives, including but not limited to:  oral or written descriptions of the 

Proposal; maps and other drawings of the Proposal; and various oral or written 

comments that may have resulted from meetings with or written correspondence from 

the Applicant’s representatives. 

7.       The Planning Board also has included in the Environmental Analysis and has carefully 

considered information, recommendations, and comments that may have resulted 

from telephone conversations or meetings with or written correspondence from various 

involved and interested agencies, including but not limited to:  the Monroe County 

Department of Planning and Development; the Monroe County Department of 

Transportation; the New York State Department of Transportation; the Town Board; 

and the Town’s own staff. 

8.       The Planning Board also has included in the Environmental Analysis and has carefully 

considered information, recommendations, and comments that may have resulted 

from telephone conversations or meetings with or written correspondence from owners 

of nearby properties or other interested parties, and all other relevant comments 

submitted to the Planning Board as of March 20, 2019. 
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9.      The Proposal is consistent with the FGEIS, the 1991 SEQRA Findings Statement, and 

the 1991 Canal Ponds Rezoning Approval. 

10.     The Planning Board has completed Parts 2 and 3 of the EAF, and has carefully 

considered the information contained therein. 

11.    The Planning Board has met the procedural and substantive requirements of SEQRA. 

12.     The Planning Board has carefully considered each and every criterion for determining 

the potential significance of the Proposal upon the environment, as set forth in SEQRA. 

13.     The Planning Board carefully considered the relevant environmental impacts, facts, 

and conclusions disclosed in the FGEIS and in all supplemental maps, descriptions, 

analyses, reports, and reviews. 

14.  The 1991 SEQRA Findings Statement weighed and balanced relevant environmental 

impacts with social, economic, and other considerations. 

15.   The Planning Board has made a careful, independent review of the Proposal and the 

Planning Board’s determination is rational and supported by substantial evidence, as 

set forth herein. 

 NOW, THEREFORE, be it 

 RESOLVED that, pursuant to SEQRA, based on the aforementioned information, 

documentation, testimony, and findings, and after examining the relevant issues, the Planning 

Board’s own initial concerns, and all relevant issues raised and recommendations offered by 

involved and interested agencies and the Town’s own staff, the Planning Board determines 

that the Proposal will not have a significant adverse impact on the environment, which 

constitutes a negative declaration. 

 

VOTE:  Antelli  Yes   Burke  Yes 

  Geisler  Yes   Slocum  Yes 

  Selke   Yes   Sofia  Yes 

  Fisher   Yes 

 

MOTION CARRIED 

_________________________________________________________________ 

 

Mr. Selke then made the following motion, seconded by Mr. Antelli, to approve the 

Proposal, subject to the following conditions: 

1. The Applicant shall develop the Premises in conformity with all details of the Proposal 

as presented in the written descriptions and site development plans, as orally 

presented to the Planning Board, and as set forth herein.  In the event of any conflict 

among the oral or written descriptions of the proposal, the site development plans of 

the proposal, or the requirements or restrictions of this resolution, the Applicant agrees 

that the Planning Board shall determine the resolution of such dispute. 

2. No building permits shall be issued unless and until highway permits are issued. A note 

that indicates this requirement should be added to the plan.  

3. The plan shall show the dimensions and purpose of the easements on the Premises, 

to whom the easement are granted, and the Libers and Pages at which they are filed 

or recorded in the Office of the Monroe County Clerk.  
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4. The landscaping on the Premises shall be maintained by the current owner of the 

Premises, and by any future owner. The owner of the Premises shall replace any dead 

plants with the same species or a similar species. The replacement plant shall be no 

smaller than the previous plant when it originally was installed. A note that indicates 

these requirements shall be added to the plan.  

5. Prior to the issuance of a Final Certificate of Occupancy on the Premises, the Applicant 

shall provide certification verifying proper installation of landscape areas on the site in 

accordance with the landscape plan approved by the Planning Board, and in 

accordance with the Town’s Landscape Guideline for Development. Such as 

certification shall be on the certification form provided in such guidelines and shall be 

completed by a New York State Licensed Landscape Architect or Certified Nursery 

Professional. A note that indicated these requirements shall be added to the plan.  

6. All heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) equipment shall be screened from 

public view. If the HVAC equipment is or will be roof-mounted, the screening for such 

HVAC equipment shall be visually compatible with the proposed building(s), and shall 

be shown on the architectural elevations of the building(s). If the HVAC equipment is 

or will be ground-mounted, its location shall be shown on the site plan. Evidence that 

such HVAC equipment is or will be screened shall be submitted for review and approval 

by the Clerk of the Planning Board prior to affixing the Planning Board approval 

signature to the site plan. 

7. The exterior appearance (that is, materials, colors, and architectural style) of the 

proposed building shall be generally the same on all sides of the proposed building, 

and shall be visually compatible with the existing building(s).  As offered and agreed 

by the Applicant, such materials and colors shall be earth tones in color.  Elevations of 

the exterior appearance shall identify these colors and materials, shall show all sides 

of the proposed building, and shall be filed with the site plan. Subject to approval by 

the Planning Board Clerk.  

 

8. Light spill shall be contained on the Premises.  Outdoor light sources shall be aimed or 

shielded so that they are not visible when viewed from off the Premises, and so that 

light spill is cast only downward onto the Premises.  Exempt from this requirement are 

low-wattage or low-voltage lights that are located near the principal entrance to a 

building, and low-wattage or low-voltage lights, not higher than 42 inches above 

grade, that define a walkway or other access to a building.  A note that indicates this 

requirement shall be added to the plan. 

9. The locations of the designated fire lanes shall be shown on the Site Plan. 

10. The locations of all exterior doors shall be shown on the plan.  All exterior doors shall 

be connected by a sidewalk to an acceptable fire safety zone. 

11. Permanently mounted “No Parking – Fire Lane” signs shall be posted along the fire 

lanes at intervals of 50 feet or less.  A note that indicates this requirement shall be 

added to the plan. 

12. No building permits shall be issued unless and until the Applicant executes an 

agreement for maintenance of the proposed storm water management pond.  Such 

agreement shall be subject to approval by the Planning Board’s Attorney and the 

Commissioner of Public Works. 

13. No final approval signature shall be placed on the plans unless and until the appropriate 

easement documents have been prepared and provided to the Town for review. 

14. No building permits shall be issued unless and until the appropriate easement 

documents, including all necessary map references, have been filed in the Office of the 

Monroe County Clerk. 
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15. No pre-construction meeting shall be scheduled unless and until a Notice of Intent 

(NOI) has been filed with the New York State Department of Environmental 

Conservation (the “NYSDEC”). 

Throughout the life of the storm water permit (from the filing of the Notice of 

Intent to the Notice of Termination), the developer shall comply fully with all 

aspects of the NYSDEC General Permit No. GP-0-15-002, particularly Part IV, 

which describes 

 periodic inspections of the construction site by a qualified professional; and 

 maintenance of a site log; and 

 stabilization requirements; and 

 maintenance of sediment traps and ponds during construction. 

The periodic inspection reports shall be provided to the Town’s Engineering staff 

within 24 hours of inspections. 

16. Upon completion of construction of the storm water management pond, the Applicant 

shall provide certification that such pond was constructed as designed and approved.  

Such certification shall be provided in the form of an as-built topographic survey with 

pertinent utility structures shown, prepared by a New York State Licensed Land 

Surveyor.  No final approval signatures shall be placed on the site plan unless and until 

the Applicant has submitted to the Town a financial guarantee (such as a letter of 

credit, certified check, or other acceptable instrument), in an amount approved by the 

Town’s Commissioner of Public Works and the Town Attorney, that is sufficient to 

properly construct the proposed pond, and to provide the aforementioned certification.  

No release of such financial guarantee shall be made unless and until the 

improvements and certification are completed to the satisfaction of the Town’s 

Commissioner of Public Works and the Town Attorney. 

17. Subject to approval by the Town’s Fire Marshal, Building Inspector, Commissioner of 

Public Works, and Town Engineer. 

18. Wherever this resolution refers to a specific applicant, developer, operator, or property 

owner, it shall be construed to include any successors and assigns. 

19. Wherever this resolution refers to a specific public official or agency, it shall be 

construed to include agents, designees, and successors. 

20. Wherever this resolution refers to a specific law, ordinance, code, rule, or regulation, 

it shall be construed to include any succeeding or superseding authority. 

21. The Applicant shall develop the Premises as it relates to accessibility, as required by 

the New York State Uniform Fire Prevention and Building Codes and subject to the 

approval of the Building Inspector. 

22. The Applicant shall provide a land-banked parking area, as provided. Said land-banked 

parking area shall not be converted to parking spaces unless and until approval has 

been granted by the Planning Board or an authorized representative of the Planning 

Board 

23. As offered and agreed by the Applicant shall add stop and directional signs discussed 

at tonight’s meeting subject to approval by the Planning Board Clerk.  
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VOTE:  Antelli  Yes   Burke  Yes 

  Geisler  Yes   Slocum  Yes 

Selke   Yes   Sofia  Yes 

Fisher   Yes 

 

MOTION CARRIED 

APPLICATION APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS 

_________________________________________________________________ 
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3. Applicant  Reid Petroleum Corporation 

 Location: 3561 Latta Road & 638 North Greece Road   

 Mon. Co. Tax No.:  044.04-1-01, 044.04-1-12 

 Request: Site plan for proposed convenience store, restaurant, and fuel 

sales (3,500± square feet), including drive-up service lanes and 

window, with related parking, utilities, grading, and landscaping 

on approximately 1.38 acres 

 Zoning District: BR (Restricted Business) 

 

Ms. Burke made a motion, seconded by Ms. Slocum, to continue the application to 

the May 22, 2019, meeting, as requested by the applicant. 

 

VOTE:  Antelli  Yes   Burke  Yes 

  Geisler  Yes   Slocum Yes 

  Selke   Yes   Sofia  Yes 

  Fisher   Yes 

 

MOTION CARRIED 

APPLICATION CONTINUED TO 

MAY 22, 2019, MEETING 

_________________________________________________________________ 
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New Business 

None 

 

SPECIAL PLANNING TOPICS 

Old Business 

None 

 

New Business 

1. Applicant  Frederick Metzger  

 Location: 1150 Long Pond Road   

 Mon. Co. Tax No.:  074.10-4-36 

 Request: Concept plan of a proposed subdivision for the Long Pond Woods 

subdivision, consisting of 14 lots, including an existing house, on 

approximately 8.7 acres 

 Zoning District: R1-12 (Single Family Residential) 

 

The following is a synopsis of the discussion pertaining to the above-referenced 

request. 

Richard Giraulo, LandTech, presented the application.   

Mr. Giraulo: This is property located just south of Brookside Elementary School, there is a 

nursing home to the south.  There is on single family house located bisected by Round Pond 

Creek.   I have highlighted limits of the flood plain and engineering has indicated that could 

be slightly bigger due to the nature of Round Pond Creek.   I was pleased to receive some 

comments from staff.    The site will be served with private drive on the east side of the creek, 

using the existing driveway access off Long Pond Road.   The intent is bring water, sanitary 

sewer exists on the east side of Long Pond that will serve lots proposed.  We have five lots 

on the west side of the creek that would share two driveways off Long Pond Road, I did contact 

Monroe County Department of Transportation they stated unless there were site issues, and 

they did not see any issues with the plan.  

 

Mr. Fisher: That seems very dangerous road, it’s a curve, and I don’t see the justification to 

have three driveways.    

 

Mr. Gauthier: I will send this over to our Traffic Advisory Committee that was one comment 

I have made. 

 

Mr. Giraulo: We did lay this out with one driveway, there is not a lot of depth, and did not 

have much for truck to turnaround.  We would have to take out some trees. 

Mr. Fisher: Maybe you have too many lots.  I would look at the homes being parallel to the 

road rather than all the odd angle, if that can’t be done maybe the number of homes should 

be reduced.   

 

Mr. Geisler: Will it be a private drive.  
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Mr. Giraulo: If there was one driveway, would that be something you would like to see?  There 

is a low point here and drains to Round Creek.    

 

Mr. Geisler: What is the setback for the rear to the flood plain? 

 

Mr. Giraulo: About 30 to 40 feet.  

 

Mr. Gauthier: We had a study done about four or five years ago, the peak flow is about 40% 

higher than the design flow that was done in 1976, due to unmitigated development in our 

neighbor to the south.    I know for sure that the outflows are higher that than FEMA 

acknowledges, we want to leave a safe buffer.  

 

Mr. Geisler: The way the houses are facing, is there a concern there? 

 

Mr. Fisher:  When they are that close to the road it would seem that you would want it parallel 

to the road, rather than some odd angle.  I the combination of things require a redesign, have 

them more parallel to the road.   

 

Mr. Giraulo: I don’t see a problem with the house on the angle.   

 

Mr. Sofia: What type of homes, size? 

 

Mr. Giraulo: About 2500 square feet.  

 

Mr. Sofia: So if you are building that type of house you don’t want it right on Long Pond. You 

want the benefit of the property and give space to the other houses.  One entrance to Long 

Pond would make sense.  

Mr. Giraulo: So question is, do you think we could sell bigger houses, so less lots is the way 

to go.  

Mr. Fisher: Taking advantage of the trees and making sure you have adequate space.  

Mr. Sofia: Personally, the south piece I could see larger houses, the other should be smaller 

homes.   

Mr. Fisher: You have to consider its right by a school, cars and busses with be coming in and 

out.  

Mr. Giraulo: I have to talk owner about the intent of sizes of houses.  I think it needs to have 

less lots.  It’s a beautiful, it’s close to everything, and you would think they would be easy to 

sell.  

 

 

CONCEPT REVIEWED  

_________________________________________________________________ 
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ADJOURNMENT:   8:10 p.m. 

 

APPROVAL OF PLANNING BOARD MEETING MINUTES 

The Planning Board of the Town of Greece, in the County of Monroe and State of New York, 

rendered the above decisions. 

 

Signed:  ___________________________________         Date:  ____________________ 

  Alvin I. Fisher, Jr., Chairman 


